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Our Promise
MoDocs was formed to bring peace of mind
to Missouri physicians by offering the very
best medical professional liability insurance
product available.
Over the years, MoDocs has become the
“gold standard” providing not only a superior
policy but value added customer service that
is second to none. Every single component
of MoDocs is reinforced with the highest
standards of customer care. Whether you are
shopping for coverage, have a billing question,
a practice change or the unfortunate event
of a claim, we promise to deliver the most
efficient and highly skilled service to you and
your practice.

Mr. Olejarczyk is the
Assistant Manager of
the Saint Louis division
of MoDocs. John is a
licensed and trained
medical liability insurance
expert and as part of the
John M. Olejarczyk
management team, he is
able to provide unparalleled service to physicians.
Growing up in Saint Louis, John attended DeSmet
Jesuit High School in Creve Couer. He went on to
attend Truman State University in Kirksville, Missouri
where he earned bachelor’s degrees in both marketing
and management.
Mr. Olejarczyk’s expertise includes policy review and
coverage analysis. John will provide you with a free
consultation and recommend coverage options tailored
to suit the unique needs of your practice.
John currently works with a large number of
physicians who are happy to attest to his dedication
and commitment to his clients. Call John directly for all
your medical liability insurance needs.

THE MoDocs Direct
DIFFERENCE

Home Office

Saint Louis Office

601 Francis Street
Saint Joseph, MO 64501

2200 Westport Plaza Drive
Suite 222
Saint Louis, MO 63146

Achieving the extraordinary
through exceptional
customer care.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is MoDocs Direct?

Fold Clearance
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MoDocs Direct is a new program that
allows physicians to eliminate the
middleman. By having direct access to
the company, there is improved communication, enhanced service as well
as potential cost savings.

How does it work?
Simply contact MoDocs and ask about
the MoDocs Direct program. We will
assign a licensed and trained in-house
expert to you. Your account manager
will work closely with you and your
practice to meet your needs.

I signed a broker of record

agreement. Is my current agent/
broker the only one authorized to
place my coverage?

Brings concierge service to medical
professional liability insurance.

THE MoDocs DIRECT
DIFFERENCE
“MoDocs Direct is one of our most unique and innovative
programs. It’s truly a product designed to put the customer
first,” says Martin Bauman, President of MoDocs.
The MoDocs Direct program gives doctors immediate
access to billing, underwriting, risk management, claims

and legal departments. There is no “middleman”, no third
party communication issues, and no waiting for answers
and problem resolutions. This program also provides the
opportunity to receive maximum premium discounts.

No. Broker of Record Agreements have
been used as a sales tactic. It may
give the impression that there is an
exclusive authority when in fact such
a relationship is illegal. The MoDocs
Direct program was put in place to protect doctors from these problems.

Can I save money by using MoDocs
Direct?
Yes. MoDocs direct gives physicians
access to maximum discounts
approved through our underwriting
process. In today’s ever changing
heath care environment, MoDocs
Direct is there to help Missouri
physicians.

